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Abstract

Video files of video devices such as black box and CCTV may be damaged due to repetitive file read / 

write and physical environment factors. Even though there are available parts of video information, it may 

happen that playback can’t be performed due to damage of some information. To playback the remaining 

video information normally, it is necessary to recover damaged areas of the files. For this, it is necessary to 

accurately check the damage range of the files. In this paper, we propose the design and implementation of a 

tool which detects damaged areas of a video file and recovers the usable area of the file to playback. The 

proposed tool can analyze and recover without additional information by analyzing common information of 

video container format and can check detailed damaged ranges with chunks. It is possible to perform 

recovery just only with the target file and reference file without any other information such as codec 

specification.
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1. Introduction

The use of video is essential in security and safety critical situations. So, various devices such as black box 

and CCTV which capture sequential videos are used [1-3]. Repeated file reading and writing, and various 

physical environment factors can cause damages to video files [4, 5]. Repeated overwriting an existing area 

of files, a CRC(Cyclic Redundancy Check) error in file transmissions, a damaged file system, and a virus 

infection can be made damaged video files. Sometimes, a video file can’t be playback despite of small areas 

of the file are damaged. Therefore, in case of video files storing information of important points, to playback 

the remaining video information normally, it is necessary to recover damaged areas of the files. For this, it is 

necessary to accurately check the damage range of the files. To accurate recover for damaged areas, a

frame-based method which recovers damaged video files was proposed [6]. The method recovers damaged 

video file frames using codec information which was used to encoding the file. Therefore, recovery may be 

difficult without codec information of the target file. In this paper, we propose the design and 
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implementation of the tool which scans and recovers damages video file with the video container format 

structure of the file. The tool recovers MP4 video file using container format information of the target file 

and a reference file created by the target file create device. The rest of this paper organized as follows, In 

Section 2, we review the backgrounds of our work, Design and implementation of the video file recovery 

tool is shown in Section 3. The implementation and discussion about the tool are shown in Section 4. Section 

4 concludes the paper.

2. Backgrounds

2.1 Key box of MP4 container format

MP4 is major multimedia container format which is used widely like AVI. It is one of the object-oriented 

forms of multimedia container format standard [7]. MP4 container format is composed with a set of ‘box’ 

also known as ‘atom’ and a BOX can be a single box or a set of boxes [8, 9]. The key boxes of MP4 are 

‘ftyp’, ‘mdat’, and ‘moov’ which are top level box. ‘ftyp’ is the first box of MP4 validates file compatibility.

‘moov’ represents meta data of the media information and encoded media data are stored in ‘moov’. ‘moov’ 

and ‘mdat’ have no fixed sequence. In general, ‘moov’ is located after ‘mdat’ because media information can 

be created only after the media data is stored. To use progress downloads or video streaming on HTTP, 

‘moov’ should be placed in front of ‘mdat’. Generally, 'moov' is located after 'mdat' in MP4 files created by 

black box or cctv. ‘moov’ may also be placed in front of ‘mdat’ when the file is edited by editors. Since the 

video file created by one device uses the same container format, common information of the video file 

structure can be used for damaged file scanning and recovery.

2.2 Damaged type of MP4 files

The degree of damage to ‘ftyp’, ‘mdat’, and ‘moov’ box affect a MP4 file play. If ‘ftyp’ is damaged, the 

file can’t be played because it has no type data. In ‘mdat’, media data stored by chunks, so it can be used to 

play except damaged chunks. ‘moov’ has important meta data of MP4 file therefore a little damage of 

information can make no playable file. Damages of sub boxes in 'moov' except 'iods', 'mdhd', 'tkhd', and 

'vmhd' can make non-playable files. Especially, 'stco', 'stsz', and 'stss' related with media chunks are created 

by unique information of a file. So, it can’t be play and it is impossible to check the area of damage when the 

boxes are damaged. In this paper, mp4 files that ‘moov’ is located after ‘mdat’ and can be checked

information of ‘stco’, ‘stsz’, and ‘stss’ are recovery target.

3. Design and Implementation of Recovery Tool

In this section, we will research information for video recovery and propose the architecture of video 

recovery tool. To perform recovery of damages areas, we analyzed the structure of video files based on the 

study of video file structure and searching damage locations in [10, 11], and then recover damaged areas. In 

this study, restoration of video track is focused on.

3.1 Key information for video recovery

In order to recover video files, the role of each box constituting the container format of the video file 

should be confirmed. ‘ftyp’ is the key box to identify video file type. Video files created by the same device

have same ‘ftyp’ box contents. So, if ‘ftyp’ box is damaged on the target file, ‘ftyp’ of another file which 

created by the same device can be replaced to recover. The 'mdat' contains the media data of video, sound, 

and text. each of data consists of chunks and a chunk can have one or more samples. The format of contents 
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in a chunk can have various type by codecs. Information about each chunk are stored in ‘trak’ which is a sub

box of ‘moov’. ‘trak’ exists by the type of media such as video, sound, and text. ‘stco’, ‘stsz’, and ‘stsc’ are 

key box of ‘trak’ which used for analysis of chunk and sample information. Total number of chunks and 

offset of chunks for ‘trak’ can be found in ‘stco’. ‘stsc’ shows the number of samples per chunk and ‘stsz’ 

shows total number of samples and each sample size. In the video ‘trak’, the sample size value of ‘stsz’ can 

be used as a signature to identify the sample. Figure 1 shows the relationship between key boxes and chunks

and examples of chunk signature.

Figure 1. The relationship between key boxes and chunks.

A chunk which offset is recorded in ‘stco’ and the first part of the chunk has a 4 byte signature. It is 

possible to check whether the chunk is damaged by checking whether the signature exists normally at the 

offset of each chunk. Therefore, the number of damaged chunk in total chunks can be calculated by check 

the chunk signature. 

3.2 System architecture of recovery tool

The proposed tool uses the container format information of the target file and the reference file to scan 

damaged areas on the target file and recover ‘ftyp’ and chunk signatures of ‘mdat’. Figure 2 show the 

architecture of the recovery tool.
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Figure 2. System architecture.

The video file manager reads the target file and the reference file and acquires file path, name, size and 

basic information of the each files. The acquired information passed to the structure parser. The structure 

parser scans the target file to find damaged areas of ‘ftyp’ and ‘mdat’ and parses ‘moov’. Parsing of ‘moov’ 

using the information of the structure dictionary. The structure dictionary provides detailed information of 

each box such as kind of attributes, byte size and data type of attributes. ‘ftyp’ contents and signature 

patterns of chunks are obtained through the reference file analysis of the structure parser. Table 1 shows the 

acquired information for recovery from the target and reference file.

Table 1. Acquired information

Information Source Purpose of use

ftyp contents Reference file Recovery of start contents

Offset of mdat Target & reference file Recovery of mdat

Size of mdat Target & reference file Recovery of mdat

Offset of chunks Target file Scanning damaged chunks

Size of chunks Target file Recovery signature of chunks

Signature of chunks Target & reference file Scanning damaged chunks & 

recovery signature

The recovery manager verifies the location and size of each chunk in ‘mdat’. It verifies whether each 

chunk is damaged by checking the chunk signature. The signature of each chunk is determined by the size of 

the chunk in the case of the video, the designated value of the codec in the case of the sound and the text and 

may vary depending on the codec. After obtaining the necessary information for recovery, the recovery 

manager creates a copy of the target file through the file manager and restores the video by applying 

recovery information.

4. Implementation and discussion

We implemented the video recovery tool based on the proposed system architecture with java. The target 

file information such as file path, file name, size, and check results for damage are checked and showed. The 

contents of ‘ftyp’, the type of ‘trak’, and signature pattern is identified from the reference file. Figure 3

shows the execution of the recovery tool.
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After loading the target file and the reference file, analysis of ‘moov’ of target file can be used to display 

the degree of damage of the chunk according to ‘trak’ box representing each track. Damaged chunks of the 

whole chunk are displayed visually and information for checking by numerical value are showed. After the 

analysis is completed, a recovery file reflecting the recovery information can be created. To verify the 

usefulness of the implemented video recovery tool, file recovery was performed by dividing the video data 

collected from 5 types of black boxes into 'ftyp' damage, 'mdat' information damage and media information 

damage. Damaged target files were made by overwriting arbitrary byte values to the damage area. Figure 4 

shows an example of the damaged video file and the recovered file.

As a result of recovering each file, we could check the damage areas of chunk by ‘trak’. It is possible to 

play back a non-playable movie normally by restoring 'ftyp' contents and chunk signatures in 'mdat'. It is 

possible to perform recovery just only with the target file and reference file without any other information 

such as codec information.

Figure 3. The recovery tool.

Figure 4. Example of a damaged video file and a recovered file.
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5. Conclusion

Files of video devices that perform continuous shooting may cause damages of files due to various factors.

Even if there are video information available, it may not be possible to play back the video by some 

information damage. Therefore, a recovery tool that can recover the damaged information and utilize the 

available information is needed. We designed and implemented a tool to recover damaged files using only 

damaged files and reference video files created by the same device. The proposed tool identifies the damaged 

area by the chunk unit and recovers video information by using the information of container format structure.

The proposed tool recovers video files without any additional information other than video files, and it is 

possible to identify the damage area of files in chunks.

It is necessary to study the method of reconstructing the video file when the damage of ‘moov’ is 

occurred by extending the proposed tool as a future work. In addition, it is necessary to study the restoration 

of the video media information itself which contains the damaged chunk.
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